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Batch record processing can be 
cumbersome and a challenge to maintain. 
But it doesn’t have to be.

With Argano 4 Microsoft EBR (Electronic 
Batch Records), you can augment your 
current processes with a tool that elevates 
batch record processes and delivers new 
levels of efficiency and insight across the 
board.

Into the digital world (the 
difference-maker)
In most cases, the basic benefits of 
digitizing batch record processes are 
aligned with digitizing any process, such 
as improved accuracy of information, 
automated validation and controls, easier 

and more comprehensive inquiry, and 
potential for standardization leading to 
reduced costs and risks — all of which 
Argano delivers.
What makes Argano 4 Microsoft’s EBR 
unique is how we leverage Microsoft’s 
Power Platform to enable reporting 
and analysis and simplify tailoring for 
customer specific requirements, all 
while meeting compliance obligations 
that organizations in the Life Sciences 
industry must meet.

Configurable, extendable, and 
compliant
With our EBR extension, you can easily 
build new batch record templates and 

Electronic Batch Records
• Reduce tedious and error-prone 

paper-based processes 

• Gain insights with a flexible, 
analytics-friendly data framework

• Enforce controls with 
authorization and authentication 
requirements

Benefits:

masters by leveraging a flexible and 
extendable data model. The solution 
supports different categories, sections, 
templates, and batch specific records. 
And it does so while increasing flexibility 
in how batches are authorized, enabling 
authorization and authentication 
protocols alongside a robust security 
model.
The solution is tightly integrated 
with Microsoft Dynamics and able to 
automatically pull products, production 
orders, and batch numbers out from your 
back-end ERP solution, while pushing EBR 
record identifiers back in.
Additionally, EBR from Argano helps 
enable compliance with 21 CFR Part 11 
regulations, providing an easy means 
to document processes and workflows. 
Using EBR to help address compliance 
needs has the additional benefit of 
reducing the overall costs of compliance 
tasks as well.
More accurate, more controlled, and more 
searchable data. Improved compliance 
workflows. Reduced costs and risks. Talk 
to Argano about getting started with 
EBR, say goodbye to paper-based batch 
processing, and keep your life science 
business moving onward and upward.
Contact us at microsoft@argano.com 
to learn more.

A solution to improve accuracy, productivity, 
and compliance 

Argano’s EBR operates fluidly within existing business processes.
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